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Abstract:  

Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) offer a tantalizing platform for 

control of both spin- and valley- degrees of freedom, which may enable future 

optoelectronic devices with enhanced and novel functionalities. Here, we investigate the 

valley dynamics of two prototypical members of TMDCs, namely MoS2 and WSe2, using 

time-resolved Kerr rotation (TRKR) at temperatures from 10 to 300 K. This pump-probe 

technique enables sub-picosecond temporal resolution, providing insight into ultrafast 

valley dynamics which is inaccessible by polarized and time-resolved photoluminescence 

spectroscopy. Bi-exponential decay dynamics were observed for both materials at low 

temperatures and the fast decay component indicated a rapid exciton valley depolarization 

time (< 10 ps) due to strong Coulomb exchange interactions between the K valleys. 

However, the slow decay components (several tens of picoseconds) were attributed to 

different origins in the two materials which were further elucidated by temperature 

dependent TRKR measurements. Moreover, the spatial dependence of the TRKR intensity 

across MoS2 monolayer flakes indicated a weaker valley polarization near the edges, which 

is likely associated with quenched excitons near the grain boundaries or a disordered edge 

region in CVD-grown monolayers. These temporal and spatial TRKR measurements reveal 

insight into the complex dynamics of valley excitonic states, critical for valleytronic 

applications of monolayer TMDCs. 
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Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) such as MoS2 and WSe2, are two-

dimensional (2D) semiconductors with fascinating electronic and optical properties [1]. 

Compared with few-layer TMDCs, a direct bandgap in monolayer TMDCs at the ±K points near 

the edges of the first Brillouin zone results in greatly enhanced photoluminescence (PL) quantum 

yield [2], making them ideal candidates for optoelectronic applications. Additionally, the lack of 

inversion symmetry together with a strong spin-orbit coupling lead to a large valence band 

splitting in monolayer TMDCs [3]. This splitting lifts the spin degeneracy of both electron and 

hole states in the ±K valleys, enabling the excitation of carriers with various combinations of 

spin and valley indices. Thus, the optical selection rules allow both spin and valley states in 

monolayer TMDCs to be coupled to σ+ or σ- polarized light, making them a promising nanoscale 

system for future spintronic and valleytronic applications. 

Acting as the key operation element for valleytronic devices, the manipulation of valley 

excitonic states has been demonstrated by a variety of experimental methods to date [4–7]. 

However, fundamental timescales in monolayer TMDCs are still not well-understood, such as 

exciton radiative lifetime, photocarrier recombination time and valley relaxation time. Some of 

the published time-resolved and pump-probe measurements for the four most commonly studied 

monolayer TMDCs are listed in Table S1 in Ref. [24]. Time-resolved PL spectroscopy have 

shown fast exciton decay times of 2-5 ps but was limited by the instrument response time  [8–12]. 

Recent pump-probe transient absorption measurements observed an ultrafast exciton lifetime of 

1-2 ps [13–16] which was attributed to either ultrafast radiative recombination of excitons [13], 

fast defect capture [14], carrier-carrier scattering [15] or fast electron valley depolarization [16]. 

Additionally, most time-resolved experiments displayed bi-exponential or tri-exponential decay 

dynamics and the slower decay components of several tens of picoseconds were attributed to 

different origins such as trion emission decay [9], slow defect capture [14], carrier-phonon 

scattering [15] or hole valley relaxation [16]. Several more recent reports have observed 

nanosecond decay [17–19]; however, this was attributed to different origins including a 

polarization of resident carriers, electron spin relaxation or hole valley depolarization. In these 

studies, there was also observed to be a significant dependence upon specific experimental 

conditions and the spatial locations that were probed within single flakes. Therefore, further 

investigation of these timescales is essential to understand and utilize the valley properties in 

monolayer TMDCs. 
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In this work, we investigated the valley dynamics of monolayer TMDCs using time-

resolved Kerr rotation (TRKR) microscopy, which provides a sensitive and direct probe of the 

spin/valley polarization and has been widely used to investigate spin dynamics in conventional 

semiconductors [20–22]. For monolayer TMDCs, TRKR measurements allow us to probe the 

valley states of both photo-excited and resident carriers polarized by a pump pulse with σ+ or σ- 

polarization, at any time as given by the delay between the pump and probe pulses. At low 

temperature, we observed bi-exponential decay dynamics for both MoS2 and WSe2 monolayers 

when their excitation energies were tuned slightly above the A exciton resonance to achieve the 

maximum Kerr rotation intensity. The fast decay components were observed to be less than 10 ps 

indicating rapid exciton valley depolarization due to strong long-range Coulomb exchange 

interactions between the ±K valleys. The slow decay components, however, have different 

origins in the two materials. The trion depolarization accounts for the slow decay component in 

MoS2, whereas the slow decay component in WSe2 is likely associated with defect-related 

localized states. The different underlying mechanisms for the slow decay components in the two 

materials were further explored by temperature dependent TRKR measurements from 10 K to 

300 K. Additionally, we investigated the spatial dependence of the Kerr rotation intensity at a 

fixed pump-probe delay time across MoS2 monolayer flakes at both T = 10 K and room 

temperature critical for understanding valley dynamics of excitonic states over large areas.  

The samples used in the experiments are MoS2 monolayers that are fabricated by 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) as described in Ref. [23], and WSe2 monolayers that are 

obtained from micro-mechanical cleavage of bulk crystals (optical and atomic force microscopy 

characterization is shown in Fig. S1 in Ref. [24]). In the experimental set-up shown in Fig. 1 (a), 

we used energy degenerate pump and probe pulses from a tunable frequency-doubled optical 

parametric oscillator (OPO) synchronously pumped by a Ti3+:sapphire laser (~150 fs pulse 

duration, 80 MHz repetition rate) for the TRKR measurements. A non-polarizing beam-splitter 

was used to divide the laser into two different paths, namely the pump and probe beams. For 

circularly polarized excitation, the pump beam passed through a linear polarizer followed by a 

quarter wave-plate. For the probe beam, a Glan-Thompson polarizer was used to create the linear 

polarization. To control the time delay between the arrival of the pump and probe pulses, the 

probe beam passed through a mechanical delay line consisting of a retro-reflector mirror on a 1 

m linear ball-bearing slide stage. A computer controlled stepper motor drove the stage through a 
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belt-gear attachment. Finally, the two beams were spatially overlapped and focused on the 

sample via a 50×, 0.65 NA microscopy objective with a ~1.5 µm diameter spot size. The sample 

was placed in a helium-flow magneto-optical cryostat, which is mounted on a 2D translation 

stage, allowing for fine adjustments along the x and y directions. In the collection path, a spatial 

filter, consisting of a lens pair and a pinhole, was used to block the pump beam and let the probe 

beam pass through. The probe beam went through a half wave-plate followed by a 50:50 

polarizing beam-splitter, which separated the horizontally and vertically polarized components. 

These two beams were then focused onto the two diodes of a balanced photodiode bridge 

(Thorlabs, PDB 210A) and the difference signal is proportional to the Kerr rotation angle. 

Because this angle is typically very small (~ mrad), a pre-amplifier and lock-in detection was 

used to isolate the desired signal from the background noise.  

 Due to the valley-dependent optical selection rules for the interband transitions shown in 

Fig. 1(b), the helicity of the circularly polarized pump is well-coupled to the valley index and 

selectively excites electron-hole pairs in one of the K valleys. This creates an imbalance between 

the populations in the two valleys and results in a relative shift between the absorption spectra of 

σ+ and σ- polarized light. Because the absorption and index of refraction are linked by the 

Kramers-Kronig relations, a difference occurs between the refractive indices of σ+ and σ- 

polarized light. This difference is measured through a rotation of the polarization axis of the 

linearly polarized probe upon reflection off the sample, referred to as the Kerr rotation angle, and 

is measured at varying time delays, Δt, between the pump and probe pulses. Therefore, the Kerr 

rotation angle is linearly proportional to the valley polarization along the direction of the beam 

propagation and can be expressed as [25–27]:  

                                                 )](Im[ −+ −= ααγθK                                                          (1) 

where Kθ  is the induced Kerr rotation angle, γ  is a parameter that accounts for the optical 

properties of the substrate and small sample variations, α+ −α−  is the difference between the 

complex optical response of the σ+ and σ- polarized light, which is induced by the imbalance 

between the populations in the ±K valleys upon optical excitation. Figure 1(c) shows the valley 

dynamics of a CVD-grown monolayer MoS2 sample that was measured using TRKR at a 

temperature of T = 10 K. 
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To confirm the origin of the Kerr rotation signal in monolayer TMDCs, we first 

performed TRKR measurements for a CVD-grown MoS2 monolayer at different excitation 

energies at a fixed temperature of T = 10 K. Figure 2 display the excitation energy dependence of 

the valley dynamics for the monolayer MoS2 when the excitation energy is tuned from 1.84 eV 

to 2.07 eV. Representative TRKR spectra for five excitation energies are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 

bi-exponential decay dynamics were observed for all of the measured excitation energies. 

Moreover, the two extracted decay components (Tfast and Tslow) from bi-exponential fits to the 

data were almost independent of the excitation energy between 1.84 eV and 2.07 eV, as shown in 

Fig. 2(b). A slight variation in the fast decay component is likely because of different valley 

depolarization times of the A and B excitons. Nevertheless, this nearly excitation-energy-

independent observation indicates that no other valley states such as dark excitons or biexcitons 

appeared within the measured excitation energies. However, the Kerr rotation intensity at a fixed 

pump-probe delay time of Δt = 0.5 ps displayed a strong dependence on the excitation energy 

with a pronounced peak at ~1.93 eV where the excitation energy was close to the A exciton 

emission energy (~1.91 eV) as seen in Fig. 2(c). This peak indicates the excitation energy that is 

observed to generate the largest optically induced valley polarization in monolayer MoS2. A 

clear sign reversal of the Kerr rotation intensity was observed at an excitation energy of ~1.9 eV 

near the A exciton emission energy.  

To further elucidate this excitation energy dependence, we consider Eq. (1) again. We 

assume that the real part of the complex optical response )Re( −+ −αα  is an integrated Lorentz 

function representing the typical absorption spectrum of monolayer MoS2. The four parameters 

as indicated in the top panel of Fig. 2(d) were extracted from our measured absorption spectrum 

of monolayer MoS2 with typical A and B exciton absorption peaks at 1.91 eV and 2.04 eV 

respectively [28]. Thus, the imaginary part )Im( −+ −αα  can be calculated using the well-known 

Kramers-Kronig relations and is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2(d). The parameter γ  in Eq. 

(1) is associated with the optical properties of the substrate, sample geometry, doping level and 

other experimental conditions. Here for simplicity, we assume that γ  is independent of the 

excitation energy for the range of interest and is found to be a complex constant, which is also 

consistent with a previous report [25]. Based on this, the excitation energy dependence of the 

TRKR intensity is calculated from Eq. (1) and is shown in the red line in Fig. 2(c) along with the 
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experimental data. As can be seen, the prediction from Eq. (1) reveals a very good agreement 

with the experimental data. As restricted by our experimental setup, the absorption spectrum of 

monolayer MoS2 was obtained from another flake at room temperature, hence, the position and 

linewidth of the excitons are slightly shifted when the sample is cooled down. This is the main 

reason for the discrepancy between the calculation from Eq. (1) and the experimental data in the 

vicinity of the B exciton peak. Moreover, a slight deviation at the excitation energy below the A 

exciton resonance (between 1.8 eV and 1.9 eV) may be due to the excitation energy dependence 

of the valley polarization, a phenomenon that has been reported for monolayer MoS2 [4] and 

WSe2 [29]. Our observations are consistent with previous polarization-resolved PL 

measurements which revealed a larger degree of valley polarization for near-resonant than for 

off-resonant excitation [4,29]. Therefore, from the excitation energy dependent TRKR 

measurements, we verified that the observed Kerr rotation signal was primarily originating from 

the difference between the optical response of the σ+ and σ- polarized light, which is also 

proportional to the valley polarizations generated by the circularly polarized pump beam. Similar 

energy dependent TRKR results should also be expected for the exfoliated monolayer WSe2 

sample, but more resonant peaks and narrower linewidths may be observed, considering the 

different absorption and emission spectra of monolayer WSe2 compared to that of monolayer 

MoS2. 

Next, to explore material variations, we performed TRKR measurements of monolayer 

MoS2 and WSe2, two prototypical members of TMDCs which exhibit strikingly different PL 

spectra at low temperature, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(c). Based on the above analysis of the 

excitation energy dependent TRKR measurements for monolayer MoS2, we determine that the 

Kerr rotation intensity is the highest when the excitation energy (1.93 eV) is slightly above the A 

exciton resonance (1.91 eV). Thus, we have chosen an excitation energy of 1.75 eV for the 

following TRKR measurements for monolayer WSe2, which is slightly above the A exciton 

resonance (1.73 eV) as can be seen from the PL spectrum in Fig. 3(c). Figure 3(b) and 3(d) 

display representative valley dynamics that were measured by TRKR on monolayer MoS2 and 

WSe2 respectively, at a temperature of T = 10 K. When the pump helicity was switched from σ+ 

to σ- polarization, the TRKR signal was reversed for both samples as expected from the optical 

selection rules for the intervalley transitions as shown in Fig. 1(b). We also verified that the 

applied pump and probe powers were within the linear regime by performing power dependent 
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TRKR measurements, as shown in the Fig. S2 in Ref. [24]. For all of the following 

measurements, the pump and probe powers were kept in the linear regime at 1.5 mW and 0.2 

mW, respectively. 

Contrary to the single-exponential decay previously observed in monolayer WSe2 at low 

temperature [17,30], we observed bi-exponential decay dynamics for both MoS2 and WSe2 

monolayers. The two decay components that were obtained from fits to the data shown in Fig. 

3(b) and 3(d) are 1.6 ± 0.1 ps and 31 ± 2 ps (MoS2); and 6.7 ± 0.2 ps and 70 ± 6 ps (WSe2). For 

monolayer MoS2, the bi-exponential behavior was observed from 20 different flakes, as shown in 

Fig. S3 in Ref. [24], displaying only minor variations from sample to sample for both the fast and 

slow decay components. Therefore, this sample-independent observation is most likely an 

indication of the intrinsic neutral exciton and trion states rather than other defect-related 

localized states. Because the TRKR signal is not only affected by the valley polarization of the 

excitons and trions, but also by the overall exciton density created from optical pumping, an 

ultrafast radiative decay time arising from both polarized and unpolarized excitons, is also 

expected. This radiative decay time for excitons has been observed to be 1-2 ps in previous 

pump-probe transient absorption measurements [12–15]. Additionally, a rapid exciton valley 

depolarization time also on the timescale of several ps has been reported [30], which arises from 

the strong long-range Coulomb exchange interactions between the nonequivalent K 

valleys [31,32]. Thus, this fast decay component (~1.6 ps) in monolayer MoS2 originates from 

the neutral exciton valley depolarization with small contributions from the radivative decay of 

the excitons. For the slow decay time, as previously observed in time-resolved PL 

measurements [9], the trion emission decays within several tens of picoseconds and trion 

polarization is expected to be more stable than neutral exciton polarization, because trions in the 

±K valleys are not coupled to Coulomb exchange interaction. Therefore, even though both 

excitons and trions coexist during the initial several picoseconds, neutral exciton polarization 

decays much faster than trion and hence dominates the decay dynamics as a consequence of the 

intervalley scattering caused by the Coulomb exchange interaction. After a majority of the 

exciton polarization relaxes, the trion polarization gradually evolves, showing a slower decay 

time of ~31 ps. We also note that the defect states in the sample may contribute to the slight 

sample variations in the slow decay time as shown in Fig. S2 in Ref. [24]. 
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 For monolayer WSe2, the fast decay component of ~6.7 ps is dominated by the neutral 

exciton depolarization, similar to monolayer MoS2, despite the coexistence of both exciton and 

trion polarizations during the initial several picoseconds. However, the slow decay component of 

70 ps for monolayer WSe2 has a different origin than for monolayer MoS2. One possible 

explanation could be related to the existence of an intervalley dark exciton state [33–35], where a 

hole in the valence band of the +K valley is radiatively recombined with an electron in the 

conduction band of the -K valley upon optical excitation. However, as has been observed in 

previous PL measurements [33], an important indication of the existence of dark excitons is that 

the PL intensity increases as the temperature increases, which is the opposite trend to our 

previous observation [29]. Additionally, the decay time of dark excitons is typically several 

nanoseconds, considerably longer than for bright excitons and trions, whereas the observed 

decay time of 70 ps in our experiment is relatively short. Thus, a more likely explanation is 

associated with defect-related localized states. Previous polarization-resolved PL measurements 

have observed small but finite degree of circular polarization for the localized states [9,29,36]. 

The origin of this finite valley polarization is not fully understood yet, but one of the possible 

explanations relate to a partial transfer of the valley polarization from photo-excited electron-

holes pairs to the localized carriers, which can be further captured by the defects in the material. 

This timescale is considerably longer than previously observed by time-resolved PL [8] and 

pump-probe differential transmission measurements [14]. 

To further illuminate the valley dynamics in monolayers MoS2 and WSe2, we performed 

TRKR measurements at different temperatures for both materials, as shown in Fig. 4. For MoS2, 

no significant variations were observed for the decay components below 30 K. However, for 

temperatures above 30 K, we observed a clear decrease of the slow decay component down to 12 

ps at T = 125 K, whereas the fast decay component was observed to be almost unchanged from 

10 K to 125 K. Similar temperature-dependent behavior was observed from three different MoS2 

samples (represented by different colors in Fig. 4(b)). Additionally, the TRKR signal could even 

be detected at room temperature and the extracted decay components obtained on another MoS2 

sample at room temperature before it was cooled down (represented by the green symbols in Fig. 

4(b)) was consistent with the observed temperature-dependent trend. The observation of the 

decay components of both excitons and trions at room temperature relates to the large binding 

energies [37,38] and the large valley polarizations of these quasiparticles of monolayer MoS2 [8]. 
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The fast trion depolarization time at higher temperatures is due to phonon-related scattering 

process, which causes the valley polarization to relax more rapidly. Moreover, the distinct 

temperature dependencies of the fast and slow decay components reveal a strikingly different 

coupling strength of exciton-phonon and trion-phonon interactions, but the underlying coupling 

mechanism still needs further investigation.  

For WSe2, the valley polarization also displayed a bi-exponential decay below 75 K and 

the two decay components decreased in a similar fashion to monolayer MoS2 as the temperature 

increased. However, for T ≥ 100 K, we observed a clear mono-exponential decay lasting up until 

room temperature. This transition from bi- to mono-exponential decay may arise from the 

thermalization of the defect-related localized states: as the temperature increased, carriers were 

released from the trapped levels and recombined radiatively leading to increased populations in 

both exciton and trion states. We also note from our previous temperature dependent PL 

measurements that the trion emission peak was much stronger than the exciton emission peak 

and dominated the PL spectrum in a certain temperature range [29]. Thus, after the defect states 

vanished at a temperature between 75 K and 100 K, the domination of the trion polarization 

gives a decay time of ~30 ps at T = 100 K and ~25 ps at T = 125 K, while the decay time of ~7 ps 

at room temperature indicates that exciton polarization dominates.  

Finally, in order to provide insight into variations of the optically initialized valley 

polarizations over large areas, we spatially resolved the dynamics of valley states in monolayer 

MoS2. Since recent PL spatial mapping [39,40] and second-harmonic generation imaging [41]  

have revealed an identification of crystal orientation and edge morphology of CVD-grown MoS2 

monolayers, it is important to explore the valley excitonic properties near the edges and grain 

boundaries of TMDCs monolayer flakes. This spatial mapping was achieved by moving the 

cryostat and sample in the x-y plane (shown in Fig. 1(a)) while maintaining the spatial overlap of 

the pump and probe beams (~1.5 µm diameter spot size). We have performed a 1D scan of the 

temporal evolution of the TRKR traces across a monolayer MoS2 flake, as shown in Fig. S4 in 

Ref. [24]. Taking into account the stability of our setup and the time that is needed, we were not 

able to perform such spatial mapping of TRKR traces in 2D. However, the 1D scan did not show 

any significant spatial variations in the decay dynamics across the flake. Thus, in this work, we 

will mainly focus on the spatial variation of the TRKR intensity at a fixed pump-probe delay 

time.  
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Figure 5 shows the spatial distributions of the TRKR intensity at a fixed pump-probe 

delay time (Δt = 0.5 ps) for six different MoS2 monolayer flakes along with their corresponding 

optical microscopy images, at both low (T = 10 K) and room temperature. The TRKR intensities 

were normalized for each sample. Because exciton depolarization dominates the decay dynamics 

during the initial several ps as discussed above, the Kerr rotation intensity at Δt = 0.5 ps is mostly 

an indication of the valley exciton polarization. Although each flake had slightly different spatial 

dependence of the optically initialized valley polarization, higher TRKR intensities were 

generally observed near the center of the flakes. As opposed to the second-harmonic optical 

imaging [41], the edge states in monolayer MoS2 did not reveal any enhanced valley exciton 

polarization in our 2D spatial maps. The isolated star-like and triangular-shape flakes are formed 

during the CVD growth process with complex polycrystalline structures [39]. The resulted grain 

boundaries have been demonstrated from previous reports to quench excitons [39,40,42]. Similar 

2D spatial maps of PL intensities were obtained from three different MoS2 monolayers as shown 

in Fig. S5 in Ref. [24]. Thus, these grain boundaries will likely lead to the reduced valley exciton 

polarizations near the edges as observed from the TRKR spatial m aps here. Alternatively, the 

observed weaker TRKR intensities near the edges is likely associated with an energetically 

disordered edge region that may form during the termination growth process, such as resulted 

from lattice orientation mismatch and non-bonding second-layer growth [43]. This edge region is 

expected to be more complicated than a particular atomic termination such as Mo- or S-zigzag 

terminations, and may cause largely quenched valley polarization compared to the interior, 

locally ordered region [44]. Additionally, owing to the large exciton binding energy of 

monolayer MoS2, the spatially resolved valley dynamics measured by TRKR could even be 

detected at room temperature, as shown in Fig. 5(d-f). Figure S6 in Ref. [24] shows the spatially 

resolved valley dynamics of additional monolayer MoS2 and WSe2 samples.   

In conclusion, our results have revealed the ultrafast valley dynamics of exciton, trion 

and defect-related localized states in monolayer MoS2 and WSe2 using TRKR measurements 

with sub-picosecond temporal resolution. Excitation wavelength dependent TRKR 

measurements revealed the origin of the observed Kerr rotation in monolayer MoS2, which is 

induced by the imbalance between the populations in the ±K valleys upon optical excitation and 

is linearly proportional to the valley polarization in the material. A maximum TRKR intensity 

was observed when the excitation was tuned slightly above the A exciton resonance, indicating 
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the largest optically initialized valley polarization. Different temperature dependencies of the 

valley dynamics between monolayer MoS2 and WSe2 revealed distinct underlying mechanisms 

for the slow decay components. Furthermore, the spatially resolved TRKR measurements reveal 

weaker valley polarizations near the edges of the MoS2 monolayer flakes, which is largely 

associated with quenched excitons near the grain boundaries or a disordered edge region of 

CVD-grown monolayer MoS2. We also observed TRKR of both monolayer MoS2 and WSe2 at 

room temperature, which may open the possibility for valleytronic devices operating at ambient 

conditions. Moreover, our TRKR measurements and results are not unique to MoS2 and WSe2. 

Similar measurements can be directly extended to other direct bandgap 2D materials, such as 

MoSe2 and WS2, to investigate the valley dynamics in different materials. These temporal and 

spatial TRKR experiments elucidate pathways to manipulate multiple excitonic states in 

monolayer TMDCs, which may also lead to the design of hybrid structures composed of 

different low-dimensional materials, promising for future integrated on-chip nanoscale 

components [45–47].  
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 FIG. 1. TRKR measurements of valley dynamics. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. 
(SHG OPO: second-harmonic-generation of optical parametric oscillator; PBS: polarizing beam-splitter; 
λ /4: quarter wave-plate.) (b) Diagram of the valley-dependent optical selection rules for the interband 
transitions. (c) Valley dynamics measured by TRKR for a CVD-grown MoS2 monolayer at T = 10 K with 
a laser excitation energy of 1.93 eV. The solid line shows a bi-exponential fit to the experimental data. 

FIG. 2. Excitation energy dependence of valley dynamics of monolayer MoS2 at T = 10 K. (a) 
Measured Kerr rotation as a function of pump-probe delay time for a range of excitation energies as 
indicated in the figure. Bi-exponential fits to the data are also shown. (b) The two decay components that 
were extracted from the bi-exponential fits to the TRKR data as a function of excitation energy. (c) 
Measured Kerr rotation at a pump-probe delay time of Δt = 0.5 ps as a function of excitation energy. The 
solid circles represent experimental data, and the colors correspond to the excitation energies indicated in 
(a). The prediction from Eq. (1) is shown in the red solid line. (d) The real and imaginary parts of the 
difference in the complex optical response function ( −+ −αα ) for σ+ and σ- polarized light. The 
imaginary part was calculated from the real part using the Kramers-Kronig relations. 

FIG. 3. PL spectra and valley dynamics of MoS2 and WSe2 monolayers. (a) PL spectrum of 
monolayer MoS2 measured at T = 10 K. (b) TRKR measured for a monolayer MoS2 at a temperature of T 
= 10 K. An excitation energy of 1.93 eV was used in this experiment as indicated by the arrow in (a). (c) 
PL spectrum of an exfoliated WSe2 monolayer flake at T = 10 K. (d) TRKR measured for a WSe2 
monolayer flake (exfoliated from the same crystal as the monolayer measured in (c)) at a temperature of T 
= 10 K. An excitation energy of 1.74 eV was used in this experiment as indicated by the arrow in (c). 
Opposite TRKR signal was observed for σ+ and σ- pump polarizations for both monolayer MoS2 and 
WSe2. The solid lines in (b) and (d) are fits to a bi-exponential decay function.  

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of valley dynamics measured by TRKR. (a) The valley dynamics of 
a monolayer MoS2 flake at different temperatures. The solid lines are fits to a bi-exponential decay 
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function. (b) The extracted two decay components for MoS2 as a function of temperature. Different colors 
represent three different MoS2 flakes. The green symbols represent the extracted decay components 
obtained at room temperature for another monolayer flake before the sample was cooled down. (c) The 
valley dynamics of a monolayer WSe2 flake at different temperatures. The solid lines are fits to either a 
bi-exponential or a single-exponential decay function. (d) The extracted two decay components of the 
same WSe2 monolayer flake as a function of temperature. 

FIG. 5. Spatial distributions of valley dynamics. Two-dimensional maps of TRKR intensity at a fixed 
pump-probe delay time (Δt = 0.5 ps) for six monolayer MoS2 flakes and their corresponding optical 
microscopy images at (a-c) T = 10 K and (d-f) room temperature. The TRKR intensity was normalized 
for each 2D map. The red dashed line represents the edges of each flake. Laser spot diameter: ~1.5 µm. 
Scanning resolution: 0.5 µm. 
 
 
 
 

 

 


